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When conveying a hot medium, constrained pipe-in-pipe (PIP) systems are highly compressed spring systems prone to the
release of strain energy by inner pipe buckling. This paper proposes a series of closed-form formulations for the potential
inner pipe displacement response and its associated stress/strain condition. Verified by finite element analysis and past
company projects, the derived formulae are a useful evaluation tool for PIP component design and assessing through-life
integrity risks to the PIP insulation material.

NOMENCLATURE

a Subscript representing the virtual anchor (e.g., La represents
anchor length)

b Subscript representing bending (e.g., �Ub represents the
change of bending strain energy)

c Subscript representing the end cap (e.g., Aic represents
the inner pipe end cap area)

g Subscript representing gap/clearance
i Subscript representing inner pipe
n Wave number
o Subscript representing outer pipe
r Radial coordinate
w Subscript representing wavelength
x Subscript representing along-axial direction
y Lateral coordinate
z Vertical coordinate
A Area
E Young’s modulus
I Second moment of a cross section
L Pipeline length L or wavelength Lw or multiple-wave

buckled length Lx

T Differential temperature (i.e., operating - ambient temperature)
U Strain energy
V Potential energy by external force
Á Thermal expansion coefficient
Ä Length change or magnitude of allowable virtual

displacement for the stationary potential energy principle
Ø Strain
Ë Wavelength three-dimensional (3D) factor
Ê Curvature
Í Poisson’s ratio
È Angular coordinate or subscript representing

along-circumferential direction
Ñ Stress
ã Differential operator
ç Total potential energy
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, highly insulated, buried, or partially buried
pipe-in-pipe (PIP) systems have been designed to transport heavy
viscous fluids at super-high temperatures at or above 180�C. For
products requiring high temperature transport, flow assurance is
inextricably linked with the integrity of the insulation material
around the inner pipe and within the annulus of the PIP system.
Loss of thermal performance and potential cold spots along any
pipeline can result in blockages, reduced flow rate, and expensive
remediation.

If externally constrained by burial or similar, the high strain
energy generated along the product carrying pipe is prevented
from being released through the global buckling of the overall PIP
section. However, if not constrained by closely spaced internal
spacer pieces, the compressed inner pipe can still release part of
its accumulated high strain energy by helically buckling within
the narrow annulus of a PIP system. The thermal buckling of the
inner pipe is initiated by the level of combined effect of global
and fabricated out-of-straightness (OOS) the pipe sees under its
high compressive loading.

In high-temperature operation, direct contact between the buck-
led inner pipe (with its high effective axial load largely retained)
and the outer pipe can give cause to crushing and damage to
the insulation material. Routine start-up/shutdown operation may
aggravate wear and fatigue of insulation material at outer pipe
contact points.

Public domain references generally relate to PIP upheaval, pro-
pagation, and lateral buckling (Inglis, 1996; Karampour et al.,
2017; Alrsai et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). At normal-tem-
perature operation, the thermal buckling behaviour of inner pipes
within the PIP annulus has been investigated by Konuk et al.
(2008) and Gong (2018). For general PIP design issues including
operational displacement control, component integrity and flow
assurance, reference is given to Hooper et al. (2004).

This paper concerns partially buried super-high-temperature
PIP systems with bulkheads coupling the inner and outer pipes.
The in-line bulkheads, if present, essentially divide the pipeline
into shorter sections, with each section giving rise to a propen-
sity for annulus-constrained buckling of the inner pipe during
operation.

The paper first uses the Rayleigh–Ritz method to develop for-
mulations to calculate the stresses, strains, and strain energy terms
in the inner and outer pipes. The formulations take account of the
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